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Get your pencil ready--it's time to jumpstart your imagination with The Everything Kids' Connect the

Dots Puzzle and Activity Book! When you crack the connect-the-dots puzzles in this book, you'll

climb aboard a ship and encounter swashbuckling pirates, dig up a dinosaur skeleton, or get behind

the wheel of your very own racecar!Count your way through puzzles to discover:Exciting sports and

gamesCuddly cats and dangerous dragonsSlimy, smelly, and gross creaturesSneaky spies and

their secret livesPerfect princes and pretty princessesVehicles that go vroom! With tons of terrific

puzzles that deliver hours of fun, you won't want to stop connecting the dots!
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Bought this for my 5 year old nephew based on the fact that it sounded like a really neat book with

more than just basic puzzles. As it turns out, I think it would have been better if I had found a very

basic book! This is a GREAT book, with lots of interesting puzzles and accompanying illustrations

and factoids - I just think it is a little too complex for a 4 or 5 year old, unless they have great

counting and reading skills. Not sure that a connect the dot puzzle that goes all the way to number

165, and with very small numbers compared to the book size, is appropriate for someone just

entering kindergarten. I would absolutely recommend it for 7-8 year olds and up, or younger kids

who have a good handle on numbers and are very detail oriented. I'll hang onto this for awhile and

hope it works better in a year or so!



This book is a lot of fun. I was having trouble finding more advanced dot to dot puzzles for my

daughter. These are definitely more advanced and she found them really interesting. My only

caution is that I originally bought it when she was only a month or so into Kindergarten--she had

turned 5 a couple weeks earlier. It was too difficult for her then. Even though she could count as

high as the numbers in the puzzles went, she did not know how to read the numbers that high. I put

the book away and pulled it out the summer after she finished Kindergarten and she had a great

time with it.

I bought this book for my 6 yr old grandson. Although I haven't given it to him yet, I am excited by

the variety of dot to dot puzzles (maybe from 24 to over 100 'dots'), the cute way the puzzles are

presented (in color with great 'supporting' pictures) and with all the interesting facts that come with

each puzzle (fun facts). The numbers are on the small side but certainly big enough for a 6 year old.

Another great thing is that you can't tell what the picture is going to end up looking like before hand.

I am looking forward to watching my grandson 'connect the dots' and reading the facts together with

him. I would definitely recommend this book.

Based on other reviews, I bought this as a gift for an 8 year old and was disappointed to find that it

was way too easy; so, I bought an extreme dot-to-dot book for the 8 year old instead (which I highly

recommend). The dot-to-dot activities in this book seem suitable for ages 4-6; but, the

accompanying text seems appropriate for ages 6-8. Basically, the activities and text seem a bit out

of sync to me. Because the text and activities are out of sync, I deducted a star.

I purchased this book for my 7 year old grandson, and he loves it. It keeps him busy.

This year, for Christmas, I purchased gifts for my grand children that did not require any screen, to

include TV's, computers, tablets, etc. I purchased gifts that were some sort of activity. The kids

loved them. These are fairly complicated dot to dot's but I think if the kids take their time, they can

do it.

Seriously? My son LOVES connect the dots, this book is soooooo boring! The pages have little to

no color, the numbers are so close together that it clutters up the picture and each one is rather

small. For the price and the twelve days it took to get here I expected more. The cover is really



bright and nice, but inside... well I could have printed better. I don't like leaving low stars but this one

really fell short of its promise.

Great intermediate connect the dots book. I was having a hard time finding something more

challenging than the beginner books, yet without the super complex, tiny stuff meant for kids with

very mature fine motor skills. This was great for my 5 year old. It is big and lasted quite a while. The

beginner ones would be done in one sitting, really about 10 minutes, but this one is going strong

with occasional use weeks later. I highly recommend it for in between kids.
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